
   Class Notes 
Class: 12 

 

Topic:  Entrepreneurship skills contd… 

 

Subject: RETAIL 

 

 

Startups- 

                                                                      
 

         A startup is a company that is in the first stage of  its operations and is often financed by the founders 

until the business gets off the ground, and it gets outside finance or investments. It can be in the field of 

technology, health care, food, virtual reality, etc. 

 

    Features of startups- 

                    
 • Startups can be started with minimum investment. Most startups thrive on an idea that involve 
technology or offer technology-driven solutions. 

 • Startups seek financial investment differently than most small businesses. They rely on capital that 

comes via angel investors or venture capital firms, while small business operations rely on loans and grants.  

• Startups come up with an innovative idea. At the same time, they like to get guidance and mentoring 

from an expert. Most people, who create startups, join various groups at local and global level for 

continued support by expert mentors and  investors. 

•  ‘Startup India’, a flagship initiative of the Government of India, is intended to build an ecosystem 

for the growth of startup business. Startup policies have been formulated by the States. Under this 

scheme, new startups in India can avail regulatory and tax benefits, capital gain exemption, as well 

as, access to government funding, if they fulfil the criteria.  (Website: http://startupindia.in). 

 

Barriers  to  entrepreneurship  – 
 

            A business venture is a lot like hurdle race. It, usually, involves risks. A risk is any situation, which 

involves danger. So, while running the race as an entrepreneur, many hurdles, such as financial constraints 

may come in way. These things can stop the person from achieving success. These are called ‘barriers’.  
 

Some of the most common barriers: 



 

 Environmental barriers- 

 One of the biggest barriers that entrepreneurs face is environmental factors it include the following.  

 

• Lack of adequate resources or raw material. 

 • Non-availability of skilled labour. 

 • Lack of requisite machinery and other infrastructure . 
• Unavailability of monetary resources on time. 

 

 
 

                               The Indian Government has come up with various schemes to help small-scale 

entrepreneurs gain capital. Some of these are:  

 

• Government Mudra Yojana — https:// mudralsans.in/ 

 • Credit Guarantee Scheme — https://www.cgtmse.in/ 

 • Stand-Up India Scheme — https://www. standupmitra.in/ 

 

 No or faulty business plan  

Every entrepreneur wants a successful business. But if a person does not make an action plan, it may lead  

“A goal without a plan is just a wish.”to a chaotic situation. Having a plan to reach the goal helps the person 

in knowing one’s role in running a successful business and pushes everyone associated with it to work 
harder. 

 

 Personal barriers  

How long will the business last? How much profit will it make? Will my customers like my product? Will I 

have enough money to support my family? These are the questions that might go through an 

entrepreneur’s mind before the person actually starts a business venture. Establishing any new venture is a 
risk because there is always a fear of what may go wrong.  

Secondly, finding a suitable team is also a tedious job. A team of careless and non-suitable workers may 

cause damage to a business. 

 Self-doubt It is easy to get discouraged when something goes wrong in a business. One starts doubting 

oneself and may even feel like giving up. Self-doubt comes when we do not have confidence in ourselves 

and our abilities. 

 Believing in ourselves is the first step towards crushing the fear of failure. Forming a team and teamwork 

Finding suitable people and training them to put in  their best for the business is a tedious and dificult 

exercise.  

 

 

Entrepreneurial attitudes – 

 

https://www.cgtmse.in/


                   Entrepreneurs think and act differently from people who are wage employed. But how are they 

different?  

            An attitude is a way of thinking or feeling about something. It can be positive or negative, good or 

bad.The attitude an entrepreneur has is different from that of a wage employed person. A wage employed 

person has to do one’s job and not worry about the company. But the entrepreneur thinks and acts 
differently. The person not only thinks about one’s work but also about the work of one’s employees and 

the work required for the growth of the company.  

 

What it takes to become an entrepreneur?    

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

 

ORGANISATIONAL  SKILLS  

             Ability to make the optimum use of time, energy and resources to achieve the desired goals 

 

DECISIVENESS  Ability to make quick and profitable decisions 

  

PERSEVERANCE Ability to continue to do something, even when it is difficult 

 

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS Ability to work  with others 

 

TAKING INITIATIVE Ability to take charge  and act in a situation before others 

 

 

THIS CONTENT IS PREPARED AT HOME. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


